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Who is painter Jan Chaloupek

Brilliant verbal fireworks delivered at an exhibition or printed in a show catalogue
can enchant viewers but often tell them nothing about the picture or even the painter.
These words can elicit admiration in the viewers for the painter’s artistic expression;
they can infuse the soul of the painter with self-confidence and pride, but this is all
of little help or guidance in understanding the work. That is why the selection of pictures for an exhibition is always difficult for a painter because he is stepping forward
to the public with a collection of his attempts which can either evoke interest or, on
the other hand, indifference and a plunge into the unknown. Before Jan Chaloupek’
exhibition in February, 2004, we asked ourselves: “How does that Chaloupek actually paint? Has he progressed from his first promising exhibition?”
I found my answer in a group of ten pictures which demonstrate the singular
style, continuity, and connection to his first exhibition in 1999. At that time I purchased one oil painting that had captivated me, and about which Chaloupek told
me: “As a boy my father, a forester, took me to the woods. He often said, “wait
here for me,” and he went away on an inspection walk and left me alone. The dark
night, black shadows of trees, and the deep silence didn’t raise fear in my soul,
but instead evoked peacefulness and the tense expectation of some revelation.”
This childhood experience accompanies the painter through his life and is the
first inspirational impulse toward painting. He expected that would be able to put
something on canvas from those magical and unforgettable childhood experiences. It was a dark night, silent and hushed, mysterious luminous flashes on a black
surface; no true phenomenon, only a daydream and the expectation of something
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that might come. This was all exposed in a picture I bought at the first exhibition
of this painter, in the other paintings from that show, and in an additional dozen
paintings in his atelier. These pictures determined the dominant mark of the artistic
creations of J. Chaloupek: the painter is not a colorist.
While painters at the beginning of the 20th century tried to liberate colors, their
departure from drawing contours and all the conventions used since the Renaissance that had put colors in service, such as local color for imitating form, colored
perspective for evoking a feeling of space; on the other hand, several painters
from the 20th century searched for a new statement in the use of black. They were
no longer inspired, they were not intoxicated by the beauty and radiance of multifarious colors; instead they looked for new values in the control of the intellect and
subconscious by using color that was considered a non-color, even though it is a
composition of all the colors of the color spectrum. A color, which had previously
been the domain of graphic arts, becomes all powerful in oil painting.
The heaviness and earthiness of this non-color doesn’t weaken J. Chaloupek’s
brushstroke virtuosity; rather it impresses a character of restraint, discretion, and
gravity. With the use of black J.Chaloupek joins the group of painters such as Hartung, who introduces patches of line on the picture surface, or Soulages, who lays
down massive black cross-hatchings. Unlike these artists J. Chaloupek animates
monochromatic formation on a monochromatic foundation with light illuminating
and brightening stripes of shade which as fine webs sometimes wind into spiral
motion. The black surface, in further phases blue, is precisely outlined in its irregular shape and spreads out on the white ground as a heavy cloud through which
filters weak moonlight evoking our expectations of a mysterious revelation. In this
way J.Chaloupek joins painters which M. Ragon labels as abstract landscapists.
The landscape is an inspirational source of his painterly obsession. At the beginning these were trees and now he turns his sights above to the sky in order
to follow the polymorphous formations of heavy clouds. But Chaloupek doesn’t
transpose them onto the painting surface as a transformation or transcription,
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but merely as imaginary analogs. Chaloupek has no one on the Czech artistic
scene with whom he can compete or associate and therefore his singular and
aesthetic expression doesn’t reach in the broad public adequate reception and
support. And that is probably why he is leaving his anchored creative opinion and
is looking for new roads of expression. It isn’t the only case in the Czech artistic community. The highly talented painter from Brno, Foltyn, has exhibited as an
abstract painter abroad. But the willingness of Foltyn to bend to the pressures of
socialist realism returned him to realistic paintings which, in a word, were awful.
For Chaloupek realistic expression is simply unthinkable because he is a natural
abstract painter, and when he digresses from his dark paintings, then only to try
something more difficult and, according to his ideas, a more interesting and attractive iconographic theme, he draws greater public interest. But he is a natural
monotheist that lives and thinks in the dark. A picture deplete of mundane gravity
declares silence, movement and rhythm; it floats in the atmosphere. The surface
color is smooth, without structure, doesn’t reflect rays of light but elicits them on
its own. It is interesting that black belongs mostly to graphics. Chaloupek has
not yet been drawn toward this field because as he says, “painting is life,” and he
approaches it without preparation; he approaches his easel as if it were a dining
table on which are set out utensils, food and wine. Only the utensils change into a
brush. With food he doesn’t think about what to do with the utensils and likewise
with his brushes he automatically declares his hidden thoughts and ideas; in this
way he approaches surrealistic automatism.
The majority of painters after their initial searching arrive at a distinctive style
which characterizes them and becomes their identifiable feature. Others are forever looking and they exchange developmental periods like shirts. Picasso is an
example; his body of work is made up of distinctly defined periods from realism
to abstraction and from cubism to surrealism. It’s understandable with such a
painter because he was able to imprint all of his series of paintings with all of his
distinctive characteristics and brushwork virtuosity. He was forever looking, but
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as he said, he did not search, he found. He visited his colleagues’ exhibitions on
closing days so that he could study and “find” in peace. He didn’t even regret a
trip to Simiane to have a look at the growing fame of Coubine. But he found only
an “inhuman landscape.”
In the existing works of J. Chaloupek one can follow certain embryonic elements of a singular creative opinion. In this development phase he replaces black
with dark blue, which is closest to the black non-color and expresses the same
characteristics: silence, serenity, and escape from external confusion, but has
far greater multi-faceted and remarkable features. It is joined with both dark and
light. Blue is the epicenter of events, the starting point of color harmony, it has
a relationship with depth and coldness, to light and dark, it unifies space with
depth, proximity and distance, is free from dependency on local tone, becomes
the means of expressive informal speech, free associative form, and atmospheric
tinting. The frenetic cry of bright colors at the beginning of the 20th century under
the influence of post-impressionistic French painting hides the discretion of this
color. American painters like Pollock, de Kooning and others understood and fully
developed the deep significance of this color.
But the same tone can be static, and chaotic. J.Chaloupek avoided this danger in the last series of paintings with the intervention of light. This doesn’t appear
on the surface of the painting from the outside, but comes from the interior; it
brings light to the surface of a freely improvised painting, it elicits vibration of the
colored surface to a singular and indelible effect frightening in its thoroughness.
This dynamic has nothing to do however with gesture, even though it invokes by
the gesture of a hand how we can follow details in a reproduced painting.
Goethe found that the bluish black color has a special and nearly inexplicable
effect. It is the color of energy; it stands on its own on the negative side of color
polarity where darkness, coldness, poverty, shadow, weakness, frigidity, distance,
and isolated attraction are found. In its greatest purity and appealing nothingness
we follow a moving subject. We like to watch it and we sense the magic of this
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special color. J.Chaloupek completely understood its characteristics. He understands this by his own subconscious childhood memories awakened by unforgettable impressions of nocturnal serenity. J.Chaloupek isn’t an artist who controls
each of his brushes with his intellect. He is an impulsive type who relies on and
manages himself only through his subconscious. This is the seismograph of his
creative power; he assumes leadership so he can start to speak about who wants
and is able to listen.
J.Chaloupek doesn’t use the bluish-black color in still lifes or figures; for the
record natural experiences and filtered memories inspired him. Human feelings and
memories from early childhood are the result of observing the natural theater in the
landscape in extreme concentration and from avoiding everything that would disrupt this concentration. Dracoulides (Psychoanalysis of the Artist, Geneva, 1952)
says that “a child in contact with nature experiences shock which is projected by
the arousal of exceptional lively spiritual joy. It is the discovery of the world in all
of its vigor and novelty. Children sense only part of intimate matters that surround
him in the suppression of detail. A child’s soul senses a readiness that allows him
to mix wishes with actions; children see the world under the veil of their souls, they
idealize the world and change it into their own picture.” The English researcher
R.W. Bond confirms this with his statement: “Every child is an individual artist with
a soul that is in one way or another unique.” These are the roots of the creative
expression of J. Chaloupek and rationalize his passion for his artistic view.
A precisely defined shape is set down on the surface without any disruptive
accessories, additions, or features; it represents itself in its nakedness, speaks
only for itself, and attracts all interest of the observer. The monolithic forms of J.
Chaloupek levitate in unspecified spaces, in the background where there is no
interplay, and provides no definition or help in understanding the work. Not even
the monochromatic color elaborates this abstract form; rather, it simplifies it and
leaves room for the viewers to think out, think up, and awaken their fantasies. A
viewer of a picture by J. Chaloupek doesn’t revise or supplement this picture with
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something he has seen in reality because reality of the external world is transposed to the reality of the picture and the reflective bridge for this pictorial reality
is the artist’s secret, his hidden dream. And he doesn’t want to betray or even give
hints about the meaning of the picture.
A form precisely defined by outline speaks its elegance, noblesse, monochromatic single-colored surface in black or blue. But both colors aren’t as unequivocal as their names suggest. Black acrylic flashes with dark blue rays and blue has
black shades. At the same time both colors declare the same symbolic values and
conditions; serenity, silence, and solitude. In one series of pictures, in one creative
phase these characteristics should repeat anew and in modifications full of realignment, like a simulation of a musical variation on a single theme. In this way all
inspirational impulses are fulfilled and just after their full elaboration and unveiling
on the surface of the picture the painter can just then start to look for new stimuli
of new stylistic elements and develop them in a new series of pictures.
Commanding a craft as a singular creative opinion introduces models and
types in constructive schemata of distinct compositions. Tactical aesthetic period influences, craft, and spiritual kinship can be help to an artist in looking for
a distinct style as perhaps J. Brahms said to Suk when he came to present his
compositions: “I assume that you took my compositions and told yourself that
I’m not allowed to compose like this.” And since I brought up the names Hartung
and Soulages, then apparently J.Chaloupek repeated to himself: “I mustn’t paint
like they do,” and tried to differentiate his presentation, even though the common
characteristics were color, formal severity, and an austerity of form.
J. Chaloupek puts the rhythm of his physical world, the symbol of the soul and
of all nature into his “compositions”. The oscillographic conception between the
painter and the subjective observation of the picture by viewers reflects poetic,
philosophical, and cultural allusions.
Of course, there is one handicap here. Existential security is the reason for J.
Chaloupek’s graphic studio and he has little time for painting. This naturally pre11

vents a concentrated pursuit to establish a creative idea because the distance
between its vision in shallow thoughts and its delivery to the surface of the picture
as a burning core of idea sometimes cools or saps his strength. G. Kars says that
all big painters were the sons of rich parents; they could paint freely and didn’t
have to worry about selling their paintings. V. van Gogh sold a single painting in
his lifetime; he lived and worked only with the support of his brother. Art has never
been the foundation of a good livelihood and at the beginning when van Gogh
went to ask his uncle for support, this unknown painter was turned down with the
words: “Are you poor? Then be happy, it’s a guarantee that you’ll be famous.” But
few people want to reconcile themselves to such an outlook for the future; they
live in the present and then have a family. Such is the case with J. Chaloupek. He
paints because it is the meaning of his life. He had already shown a sense for
painting as a child. He belongs among those painters who use their talents even
at a mature age.
The distinctiveness of an artist and his work is given by the nature of his
life and his collected experiences. His expression must contain originality, but it
needn’t be an interpretation that attracts the public and brings success. This distinctive art becomes more comprehensible when it is liberated from figurative sublimation in order to express the symbols in the condition of its birth which arises
from the subconscious in a method similar to dreaming. With Chaloupek work is
a confession crystallizing in an apology or apotheosis of quiet and silence. J. FrisWittman adds: “Artistic creation is a fabrication (fiction) of the subconscious, a
dream, or symbol.” These phenomena are close to each other and grow from the
desire to express them in reality. They have their roots in the period when as a boy
Chaloupek lived in harmony with nature; as an adult he recalls them with brush
and paint, which he uses to search for the absolute meaning of human life.
Prof. PhDr. Jiří Siblík
Prague 2004
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Out of reality, acrylic paint, canvas, 1998
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Out of reality, acrylic paint, canvas, 1998
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Out of reality, acrylic paint, canvas, 1998
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Don Quijote, acrylic paint, canvas, 1998
Trees I. – III., acrylic paint, canvas, 1998
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Sensuality I. – II., acrylic paint, canvas, 2004
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Sensuality III. – IV., acrylic paint, canvas, 2004
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Sensuality, acrylic paint, canvas, 2006
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Drawings
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Nudity, acrylic paint, canvas, 2006
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Nudity, acrylic paint, canvas, 2006
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crylic paint,
2006
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Nudity, acrylic paint, canvas, 2006
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Illustrations, 2006
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Illustrations, 2006
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Jan Chaloupek

1958 Born in Nové Město in Moravia.
Nové Město and the surrounding countryside was the source of his first artistic
impulses. First artistic conduction is led
by Marie Roštinská. While studying at his
local grammar school, he joined a group
of young artists from the Horácká gallery of visual art, led by Petr Brázda and
Jindřich Zezula.
During this period of time he concentrates on drawing and studies in the
open air.
1977 After an unsuccessful attempt for studies
at AVU in Prague, he started studying at
the pedagogical faculty in Brno.
An immense impulse on his work was
caused due to a short stay by the academical sculptor Arnošt Košík in Prague(
who also is a Nové Město native). As he
then realized, his studies in Brno were
also a contribution. There he benefited
from Vladimír Otáhal, Vladimír Drápal
and many other artists.
1984 – 85 After taking his degree, he stays in
the department, working as an assistant.
Later he attains a doctorate in art.
1986 In this year he moves to Šumava and
concentrates on his work. He creates
some small sculptures made of wood
and completes a few graphic cycles.
1990 He finishes with pedagogical work and
starts to work on commercial graphics and
dedicates his time to his own artwork.

1997 Turning point in his artwork becomes the
cycle called “Loss of Reality”.
1998 Exhibition in Gallery Vltavín in Prague.
1998 - 2000 Developing and maturing within
the circle of friends from the galleries of
Vltavín and others.
During his work on the publications about
Otakar Kubín, Emil Filla and the memoirs
of Jiří Siblík he had the pleasure of meeting professor Jiří Siblík.
2000 – 2005 extensive cycle “Searching for absolute sensuality”.
2004 meeting with Croatian painter Niko Ančič.
Exhibitions
1986 Vimperk
1988 Čkyně
1989 Vimperk
1990 Prachatice, Vimperk
1991 Netolice
1998 Gallery Vltavín, Prague
2000 Gallery Vltavín, Prague
2002 Gallery Oliva, Prague
2003 Gallery Vltavín, Brno
2004 Gallery of Jiří and Běla Kolář, Prague
Dům módy, Prague
2005 Gallery Oliva, Prague
Galerija Ranjina, Dubrovnik
European cultural centre, Zagreb
2006 Illustrations, Gallery Vltavín, Prague
Knihkupectví Academia, Brno
Gallery Dolmen, Brno
Gallery Bresan, Split
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